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We derive the matrix elements of generators of unitary irreducible representations
of SL(2,C) with respect to basis states arising from a decomposition into irreducible
representations of SU(1,1). This is done with regard to a discrete basis diagonalized
by J3 and a continuous basis diagonalized by K1, and for both the discrete and
continuous series of SU(1,1). For completeness we also treat the more conventional
SU(2) decomposition as a fifth case. The derivation proceeds in a functional / differ-
ential framework and exploits the fact that state functions and differential operators
have a similar structure in all five cases. The states are defined explicitly and related
to SU(1,1) and SU(2) matrix elements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unitary irreducible representations of SL(2,C) play a central role in loop and spin foam
quantum gravity [1, 2]. States in these representations are used as quanta of a field the-
ory that generates spacetime [3–5]. More precisely, spacetime appears in the form of cell
complexes that are dual to Feynman diagrams. The states of the unitary irreducible repre-
sentations of the Lorentz group describe 2–cells and propagate along the lines of diagrams.
They interact at vertices to form 4–cells and thereby give rise to the cell complex. The
quantum numbers are spins and encode the geometry of 2–cells. A given assignment of
spins to all 2–cells is a spin foam. The perturbative expansion results in a sum over cell
complexes (Feynman diagrams) and geometries (quantum numbers) and can be seen as a
version of Wheeler’s spacetime foam.
Recent years saw considerable progress in this approach to quantum gravity. It was
understood how states have to be constrained to reflect the geometry of a 2–cell correctly
[6–9]. The link between quantum states and classical geometry was greatly clarified through
the use of coherent states [10]. Remarkably, the simplest possible interaction between these
quanta leads to amplitudes that are closely related to Regge geometry [11–15].
In order to encode the full structure of a Lorentzian geometry, one requires both spacelike
and timelike 2–cells. As was shown by the authors recently, the latter are implemented by
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2certain irreps in the SU(1,1) decomposition of SL(2,C) irreps [16, 17]. The constraints
on these irreps were obtained by constructing coherent states that mimic the properties of
classical timelike 2–cells. It was required, in particular, that expectation values of SL(2,C)
generators behave like classical bivectors of a timelike triangle. It turned out that the usual
eigenstates of J3 are not suitable to build such coherent states. Instead we had to use
eigenstates of the generator K1 [18] and compute the associated expectation values. In [16]
these expectation values were stated without proof. One of the aims of this paper is to
present a derivation for these results.
There are several ways to arrive at the action of generators on states of unitary irreps of
SL(2,C). The first approach is algebraic and matrix elements are inferred by repeated use
of the SL(2,C) commutation relations.
This is the method by which Gelfand and Naimark determined the matrix elements of
SL(2,C) generators in the SU(2) decomposition (see [20]). The same matrix elements were
derived independently by Harish–Chandra [21]. Sciarrino & Toller [22] and Delbourgo et al.
[23] investigated SL(2,C) matrix elements from the perspective of the method of induced
representations. They deduced expressions for matrix elements of finite SL(2,C) transforma-
tions and for transition functions between SU(2) and SU(1,1) states. By continuing from this
point one could also determine infinitesimal expressions. Another possibility is to start from
the realization in terms of homogeneous functions of two complex variables (see [20, 24, 25])
and to evaluate the matrix elements of finite transformations by explicit integration. For
SU(2) this was done by Strom [26] and Duc & Van Hieu [27]. Finally, one can take the dif-
ferential approach—represent generators as differential operators and act on state functions
with them. This is the method by which Mukunda derived the matrix elements of SL(2,C)
generators in the SU(1,1) decomposition, for eigenstates of J3 and integer spin [28].
This is also the strategy followed in the present paper. While based on the same method,
our results extend those of ref. [28] in several ways. In addition to the usual basis diago-
nalized by J3, we compute the matrix elements for a basis of K1 eigenstates1. Since K1
generates a noncompact subgroup of SU(1,1), this basis is labelled by continuous eigenvalues.
Furthermore, we present both the treatment of the multiplicative and derivative part of the
operator and find certain corrections to Mukunda’s result2. We also clarify the definition of
the state functions by relating them directly to the D–functions of SU(1,1) and SU(2). By
means of suitable parametrizations we are able to highlight the common structure present in
differential operators and state functions for different choices of basis. Thus, we can reduce
the derivation to one main equation and treat several cases at once. With the inclusion of
the canonical SU(2) basis we deal in total with five cases that are listed in table (I).
The article is organized as follows. In section II we briefly review basic facts about
representations of SL(2,C), SU(2) and SU(1,1) that are needed to understand the rest of
the paper. In section III we give explicit definitions of the basis states used to define matrix
elements of the SL(2,C) representation. The main result of the paper is stated in sec. IV:
the matrix elements of SL(2,C) generators in the SU(1,1) decomposition— in a discrete and
continuous basis and for both discrete and continuous series. The derivation of the matrix
elements is explained, in some detail, in sec. V. This section also refers to the appendix,
where we provide further details on the parametrization of the groups (sec. A), the definition
of the Bargmann functions (sec. B) and on the derivation of the main equation of the paper
1 As mentioned before, this is the type of states needed to represent timelike quantum triangles.
2 In [28] the proof is given for the multiplicative term and the result for the total operator is only stated.
3group series basis
SU(2) J3
SU(1,1) discrete J3
SU(1,1) continuous J3
SU(1,1) discrete K1
SU(1,1) continuous K1
Table I: Cases treated in this paper, listed according to group, series and diagonal operator. In
the last line, eigenvalues of K1 occur with multiplicity 2.
(sec. C). We conclude with a brief summary and discussion (sec. VI).
II. REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SL(2,C), SU(2) AND SU(1,1)
In the defining representation, SL(2,C) has the generators J i = σi/2, Ki = iσi/2, i =
1, 2, 3, with commutation relations
[J i, J j ] = iǫijkJk , [J i, Kj ] = iǫijkKk , [Ki, Kj ] = −iǫijkKk . (1)
The subgroups SU(2) and SU(1,1) are generated by J1, J2, J3 and J3, K1, K2 respectively.
~J and ~K transform as vectors under SU(2). For SU(1,1) an analogous role is played by the
vectors ~F ≡ (J3, K1, K2) and ~G ≡ (K3,−J1,−J2), which transform as Minkowski vectors
under SU(1,1) [28].
Unitary irreps of SL(2,C) are labelled by pairs of numbers (ρ, n), ρ ∈ R, n ∈ Z+, which
are related to the two Casimirs C1 and C2:
C1 = 2
(
~J2 − ~K2
)
=
1
2
(n2 − ρ2 − 4) , (2)
C2 = −4 ~J · ~K = nρ . (3)
The representation space H(ρ,n) consists of functions F : C2\{0} → C with the homogeneity
property
F (αz1, αz2) = α
iρ/2+n/2−1α∗iρ/2−n/2−1F (z1, z2) ∀ α ∈ C\{0} . (4)
The representation acts on these functions by
D(ρ,n)(g)F (z1, z2) = F (az1 + cz2, bz2 + dz2) , g ∈
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,C) . (5)
The inner product of H(ρ,n) is constructed from the SL(2,C)–invariant 2–form
ω =
i
2
(z2dz1 − z1dz2) ∧ (z2dz1 − z1dz2) . (6)
4For homogeneous functions F1, F2 of the type (4), the 2–form F
∗
1F2ω is invariant under
(z1, z2) → (λz1, λz2), λ ∈ C\{0}. Thus, F ∗1F2ω projects to a 2–form under π : C2\{0} →
CP 1 and one can specify the inner product by
〈F1|F2〉 ≡
∫
CP 1
π(F ∗1F2ω) . (7)
Since ω is SL(2,C)–invariant, the representation is unitary w.r.t. this inner product. Equa-
tion (7) can be equivalently expressed in terms of sections of the bundle C2\{0} → CP 1. In
particular, when choosing the section z 7→ (z, 1), one obtains the integral
〈F1|F2〉 =
∫
dx dy F ∗1 (z, 1)F2(z, 1) , z = x+ iy . (8)
The unitary irreps of SU(2) and SU(1,1) can be built from eigenstates |j m〉 of J3:
J3 |j m〉 = m|j m〉 , 〈j m|j m′〉 = δmm′ . (9)
In the case of SU(2), the irreps are labelled by the Casimir ~J2:
~J2 |j m〉 = j(j + 1)|j m〉 , where j = k/2, k ∈ N0. (10)
The representation space Dj of spin j consists of states with m = −j, . . . , j. The raising
and lowering operators are given by
J± = J1 ± iJ2 , J± |j m〉 =
√
(j ±m+ 1)(j ∓m) |j m± 1〉 . (11)
Unitary irreps of SU(1,1) have the Casimir Q = ~F 2 = (J3)2 − (K1)2 − (K2)2,
Q |j m〉 = j(j + 1)|j m〉 , (12)
and split into two classes, the discrete series and the continuous series. For the discrete
series, the spin j assumes negative values j = −k/2, k ∈ N. Irreps of the positive (negative)
discrete series are denoted by D±j and consist of states |j m〉 with eigenvalues m = −j, −j+
1, −j+2, . . . and m = j, j− 1, j− 2, . . . respectively. In the case of the continuous series,
the spin j is complex and the Casimir has a continuous spectrum:
Q |j m〉 = j(j + 1)|j m〉 , where j = −1
2
+ is, 0 < s <∞ . (13)
Irreps of this series are denoted by Cǫs. The allowed values for m are either
m = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . or m = ±1
2
, ±3
2
, . . . , (14)
and the label ǫ = 0, 1
2
designates these two possibilities. In both the discrete and continuous
series raising and lowering is achieved by the operators
F± = F 2 ∓ iF 1 , F±|j m〉 =
√
(m± j ± 1)(m∓ j) |j m± 1〉 . (15)
As an alternative to the |j m〉 basis one can use eigenstates of K1 (see [18] for details and
[19] for early work in this direction):
K1 |j λ σ〉 = λ|j λ σ〉 , 〈j λ′ σ′|j λ σ〉 = δ(λ′ − λ)δσ′σ . (16)
5Since K1 generates a noncompact subgroup, these eigenstates are not normalizable. In the
continuous series there occurs a two–fold degeneracy of the spectrum which is labelled by
the additional index σ = 0, 1. In analogy to (15) one may define “raising” and “lowering”
operators
F± = F 0 ∓ F 2 , F±|j λ σ〉 = i(±j ± 1− iλ) |j (λ± i) (σ + 1 mod 2)〉 . (17)
The shift λ ± i to complex eigenvalues follows from the commutation relations, but how
is this consistent with K1 being a self–adjoint operator? The answer is related to the
fact that eigenvectors of K1 are described as elements of a dual space D′ in a Gelfand
triple D ⊂ H ⊂ D′. The operator K1 is self–adjoint in the Hilbert space H and has the
generalized eigenvectors |j λ σ〉 ∈ D′ with real eigenvalues λ. However, when extended to
D′, the operator K1 has eigenvectors for all complex λ and the state F±|j λ σ〉 ∈ D′ is an
example of such an eigenvector.
III. BASIS STATES FOR UNITARY IRREPS OF SL(2,C)
A. SU(2) and SU(1,1) decomposition
Clearly, every unitary irrep of SL(2,C) defines a representation of its subgroups SU(2)
and SU(1,1). However, these representations are reducible. As a result, the Hilbert space
H(ρ,n) splits into a direct sum of irreps of SU(2), or a direct sum of irreps of SU(1,1) [24].
The SU(2) decomposition is given by the following isomorphism and completeness relation:
H(ρ,n) ≃
∞⊕
j=n/2
Dj , 1(ρ,n) =
∞∑
j=n/2
j∑
m=−j
|Ψj m〉 〈Ψj m| . (18)
The states |Ψj m〉 form the so–called canonical basis of H(ρ,n). For fixed spin j and m =
−j, . . . , j, they span a subspace of H(ρ,n) that is isomorphic to Dj . The SU(1,1) reduction
can be written as
H(ρ,n) ≃

 −n/2⊕
j<−1/2
D+j ⊕
∞ ⊕∫
0
ds Cǫs

⊕

 −n/2⊕
j<−1/2
D−j ⊕
∞ ⊕∫
0
ds Cǫs

 . (19)
The precise meaning of this statement is encoded in the completeness relation
1(ρ,n) =
∑
τ=±1


−n/2∑
j<−1/2
∞∑
τm=−j
∣∣Ψτj m〉 〈Ψτj m∣∣ +
∞∫
0
ds µǫ(s)
∞∑
±m=ǫ
∣∣Ψτj m〉 〈Ψτj m∣∣

 . (20)
Here, the states |Ψτj m〉, −n2 ≤ j < −12 , and |Ψτj m〉, j = −12 + is, correspond to states |j m〉
of the discrete and continuous series respectively. The sum over j extends over values such
that j−n/2 is integral. Moreover, ǫ has a value such that ǫ−n/2 is an integer. The measure
factor µǫ(s) depends on the specific choice of normalization for the states |Ψτj m〉 and will be
given below.
6The decompositions (18) and (19) can be derived from the homogeneity property (4) and
the Plancherel decomposition of SU(2) and SU(1,1) respectively. Due to (4) every function
F in H(ρ,n) can be equivalently described by a function f of SU(2) via
F (z1, z2) =
√
π
(|z1|2 + |z2|2)iρ/2−1 f(u(z1, z2)) , u(z1, z2) = 1√|z1|2 + |z2|2

 z1 z2
−z2 z1

 .
(21)
Thus, the Hilbert space H(ρ,n) is isomorphic to a subspace of L2(SU(2)). Under this isomor-
phism the inner product (7) turns into
〈f1|f2〉 =
∫
du f ∗1 (u)f2(u) , (22)
where du denotes the normalized Haar measure on SU(2). Alternatively, the functions F
can be characterized by pairs (f+, f−) of functions f τ : SU(1, 1)→ C, τ = ±1, via
F (z1, z2) =
√
π
(
τ |z1|2 − τ |z2|2
)iρ/2−1
f τ (vτ (z1, z2)) , τ =

 1 , |z1| > |z2| ,−1 , |z1| < |z2| , (23)
where we choose
vτ (z1, z2) =


1√
|z1|2−|z2|2

 z1 z2
z2 z1

 , τ = 1 ,
1√
|z2|2−|z1|2

 z2 z1
z1 z2

 , τ = −1 .
(24)
As a result, H(ρ,n) is isomorphic to a subspace of L2(SU(1, 1))⊕L2(SU(1, 1)) with the inner
product 〈(
f+1 , f
−
1
) ∣∣(f+2 , f−2 )〉 = ∑
τ=±1
∫
dv (f τ1 (v))
∗ f τ2 (v) . (25)
The measure dv is specified in appendix A.
Functions of SU(2) or SU(1,1) can be expanded in matrix elements
Djx′x(g) ≡ 〈j x′|Dj(g)|j x〉 , (26)
where x′ and x label appropriate basis states. When applied to the functions f on SU(2),
this leads to the decomposition (18) with states given by the basis functions
Ψj m(u) =
√
2j + 1Djn/2m(u) . (27)
Similarly, the SU(1,1) decomposition results in (19) with states represented by functions
Ψτj x(v) =


√
2j + 1
(
Djn/2x(v), 0
)
, τ = 1 ,
√
2j + 1
(
0, Dj−n/2x(v)
)
, τ = −1 ,
j 6= −1 . (28)
7The label x is m if we use a basis of J3 eigenstates. When employing K1 eigenstates, one
has x = λ for the discrete series and x = λ σ for the continuous series. The label x′ is set
to ±n/2 corresponding to the state |j ±n/2〉. The choice of normalization (28) determines
the measure factor µǫ(s) in (19) to be
µǫ(s) =


−i tanh(πs) , ǫ = 0 ,
−i coth(πs) , ǫ = 1/2 .
(29)
The irrep of spin j = −1/2 represents a special case that does not appear in the Plancherel
decomposition. However, since it will come up in calculations below, we define the associated
state
Ψτj x(v) ≡


(
Djn/2x(v), 0
)
, τ = 1 ,(
0, Dj−n/2x(v)
)
, τ = −1 .
(30)
B. Explicit expressions for basis functions
In order to derive the action of generators on states in sec. IV we need explicit expres-
sions for the state functions (27) and (28). Altogether we will encounter five different cases,
depending on the group, the choice of basis states and the series (see table I). When deal-
ing with the associated D–functions we will exploit the fact that they all share a similar
structure. In each case, the D–function can be built from the expression
F jm′m(z) = (1− z)(m
′+m)/2z(m
′−m)/2
2F1(−j +m′, j +m′ + 1, m′ −m+ 1; z) (31)
where 2F1 denotes Gauss’ hypergeometric function. The full D–functions are obtained by
including normalization factors, phases and a suitable parametrization of z.
Let us start with the group SU(2). When using the parametrization (A1) the D–function
of SU(2) reduces to the Wigner d–function via
Djm′m(u) = e
im′ψ djm′m(θ) e
imϕ . (32)
In the case m′ ≥ m, m′ +m ≥ 0, the d–function has the explicit form
djm′m(θ) =
1
(m′ −m)! N
j
m′mF
j
m′m(z(θ)) (33)
where
z(θ) ≡ 1
2
(1− cos θ) (34)
and F jm′m(z) is the function defined in (31) [29]. The normalization factor N
j
m′m can be
written in several ways:
N jm′m =
[
m′−m−1∏
l=0
(j +m′ − l)(j −m− l)
] 1
2
(35)
=
[
(j +m′)!(j −m)!
(j +m)!(j −m′)!
] 1
2
=
[
Γ(j +m′ + 1)Γ(j −m+ 1)
Γ(j +m+ 1)Γ(j −m′ + 1)
] 1
2
(36)
8m′ ≥ m m′ < m
SU(2) m′ +m ≥ 0 djm′,m(θ) (−1)m
′−md
j
m,m′(θ)
m′ +m ≤ 0 dj−m,−m′(θ) (−1)m
′−md
j
−m′,−m(θ)
SU(1,1) discrete m′,m ≥ −j bjm′,m(t) bjm,m′(t)
m′,m ≤ j bj−m,−m′(t) bj−m′,−m(t)
SU(1,1) continuous bjm′,m(t) b
j
m,m′(t)
Table II: The Wigner functions djm′,m(θ) obey symmetries that allow one to infer its values for
general m′, m from those for m′ ≥ m, m′ +m ≥ 0. For example, for m′ < m and m′ +m ≤ 0,
d
j
m′m = (−1)m
′−md
j
−m′,−m. Similar rules apply to the Bargmann function b
j
m′,m(t).
The expressions for other values of m′ and m follow from table II.
Next consider the case of SU(1,1) with a basis of J3 eigenstates. Under the parametriza-
tion (A3) we have, for both the discrete and continuous series, that
Djm′m(v) = e
im′ψ bjm′m(t) e
imϕ (37)
where bjm′m(t) is an SU(1,1) analog of the Wigner d–function. The explicit form of the b–
functions was determined by Bargmann [30]. For m′ ≥ m, m′+m ≥ 0, these can be written
as
bjm′m(t) =
√
(−1)m−m′ djm′m(it) =
1
(m′ −m)! N˜
j
m′mF
j
m′m(z(it)) (38)
where the normalization factor is given by
N˜ jm′m =
[
m′−m−1∏
l=0
(j +m′ − l)(m− j + l)
] 1
2
=
[
Γ(m′ + j + 1)Γ(m′ − j)
Γ(m+ j + 1)Γ(m− j)
] 1
2
. (39)
The other cases are obtained from table II. In appendix B it is shown that this definition is
indeed equivalent to the one provided by Bargmann.
Finally, we come to SU(1,1) and a basis of K1 eigenstates. According to eq. (28) we need
expressions for D–functions in “mixed” bases, where the left state belongs to the discrete J3
basis and the right state is from the continuous basis diagonal in K1. This case was worked
out by Lindblad [31], using previous results by Lindblad and Nagel [18]. For the discrete
series and the parametrization (A5),
Djmλ(v) = e
imϕ djmλ(t) e
iλu (40)
and for m ≥ −j
djmλ(t) = N
j
mF
j
−m,−iλ(z(−t)) . (41)
Here, z is parametrized by
z(t) ≡ 1
2
(1− i sinh t) (42)
9and the normalization factor is defined by
N jm ≡
√
2
π
2−j−2SjmR
j
mλ , S
j
m ≡
[Γ(m− j)Γ(m+ j + 1)] 12
Γ(m+ j + 1)
, (43)
and
Rjmλ ≡
Γ(j + 1 + iλ) Γ
(−j − iλ
2
)
Γ
(−j + 1 + iλ
2
)
Γ(m− j)Γ(−m+ 1 + iλ) . (44)
The d–function for m ≤ j results from
djmλ(t) = d
j
−mλ(−t) . (45)
For the continuous series, one has
Djmλσ(v) = e
imϕ djmλσ(t) e
iλu (46)
with the d–function
djmλσ(t) = S
j
m
[
T jmλσF
j
m,−iλ(z(t))− (−1)σT j−mλσF j−m,−iλ(z(−t))
]
. (47)
The factor Sjm is specified as in (43) and
T jmλσ =
2j−1Γ(−j + iλ)
iσ sin
[
π
2
(−j + σ − iλ)]Γ(−m− j)Γ(m+ 1 + iλ) . (48)
The above formulas are identical to Lindblad’s except for sign switches due to differing
conventions (t→ −t and λ→ −λ).
IV. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF SL(2,C) GENERATORS
In this section state we state our results—the matrix elements of SL(2,C) generators in
discrete and continuous bases of SU(1,1). To save space we write down only the formula for
one of the generators outside SU(1,1). In the case of the J3 basis, we choose the generator
K3 and in the case of the K1 basis we select J1. Given the matrix elements of K3 (or
J1), the entire set of matrix elements can then be readily computed from the commutation
relations (1) and the known action of generators of SU(1,1) (see eqns. (9), (15) (16) and
(17)). For completeness we also include the result for the subgroup SU(2). The derivation
of the different cases is presented in section V. Each of the subsequent formulas has been
checked numerically for a number of parameter values.
Let us define coefficients
Aj =
ρ n
4j(j + 1)
, Cj =
√
n2/4− j2
√
m2 − j2
j
√
2j − 1√2j + 1 , (49)
For the canonical SU(2) decomposition the action of K3 is well–known [20, 25] and we state
it here for the explicit choice of states given in eq. (27). For j 6= 0, 1
2
, one has
K3
∣∣Ψj m〉 = [ρ/2 + i(j + 1)]Cj+1 ∣∣Ψj+1m〉−mAj ∣∣Ψj m〉 + (ρ/2− ij)Cj ∣∣Ψj−1m〉 (50)
10
In the case of j = 1/2, the third term on the right–hand side is absent and for j = 0 the
second and third term are absent. This formula differs slightly from the one in [20], since
the algebraic derivation assumes a suitable choice of phase in the states, dependent on ρ
and j, so that ρ/2 + i(j + 1) becomes
√
(ρ/2)2 + (j + 1)2 etc.3
Next consider the SU(1,1) decomposition w.r.t. J3 eigenstates. For the discrete series
j ≤ −2 and the continuous series,4
K3
∣∣Ψτj m〉 = τ[ρ/2 + i(j + 1)]Cj+1 ∣∣Ψτj+1m〉−mAj ∣∣Ψτj m〉 + τ(ρ/2− ij)Cj ∣∣Ψτj−1m〉 (51)
The equation for j = −3/2 is special, since then j + 1 = −1/2, leading to the state (30)
outside the Plancherel decomposition. In this case, the denominator (j+1)
√
2j + 1
√
2j + 3
in Cj+1 has to be replaced by (j + 1)
√
2j + 1. Similar “boundary” effects occur for j = −1,
where the K3 action can be cast in the form
K3
∣∣Ψτ−1m〉 = 12 ρmn∂j
∣∣Ψτj m〉∣∣j=−1
+
1
2
(ρ/2− i)mn ∣∣Ψτ−1m〉
+
1√
3
τ (ρ/2 + i)
√
n2/4− 1
√
m2 − 1 ∣∣Ψτ−2m〉 . (52)
The j + 1 = −1/2 term for j = 3/2 and the first term in (52) are related to states of the
continuous series through analytic continuation (see the discussion in [28]).
Coming to the SU(1,1) decomposition w.r.t. K1 eigenstates, it is convenient to specify
coefficients
C˜j =
√
n2/4− j2
j
√
2j − 1√2j + 1 , Bj = Γ
(−j − iλ
2
)
Γ
(−j + 1 + iλ
2
)
. (53)
In the case of the discrete series and j ≤ −2, the action of J1 gives
J1
∣∣Ψτj λ〉 = 2i[ρ/2 + i(j + 1)] BjBj+1 C˜j+1
∣∣Ψj+1λ〉
+ λAj
∣∣Ψj λ〉
− i
2
(ρ/2− ij)(j2 + λ2) Bj
Bj−1
C˜j
∣∣Ψj−1λ〉 (54)
As before, the action on the state j = −3/2 results in a state j + 1 = −1/2, with the factor
(j + 1)
√
2j + 1
√
2j + 3 in C˜j+1 substituted by (j + 1)
√
2j + 1. For brevity, we do not spell
out the case j = −1, which produces a formula similar to eq. (52). On continuous series
3 See the remarks on choice of phase in Tung’s textbook [32], sec. 10.3.3 and appendix VII.
4 For integer spin, this case was previously derived by Mukunda [28]. We find, however, minor discrepancies
with our result, which can be traced back to parts of the proof that were not presented in [28] (see appendix
C). For example, (ρ− i(k − 1)) in eq. (3.19) [28] should be replaced by (ρ+ i(k − 1)).
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states J1 yields, for n 6= 0,
J1
∣∣Ψτj λ σ〉 = −12[ρ/2 + i(j + 1)] [(j + 1)2 + λ2] C˜j+1
∣∣Ψτj+1λσ′〉
+ λAj
∣∣Ψτj λ σ〉
− 2 (ρ/2− ij)C˜j
∣∣Ψτj−1λσ′〉 , (55)
where σ′ = σ + 1 mod 2. When n = 0, the right–hand side comes with an additional factor
τ in front of the j + 1 term.
In all of the previous equations, ∆j = ±1, 0, in accordance with the Wigner–Eckart
theorem and the fact that K3 and J1 are components of vector operators. Since the vectors
~F = (J3, K1, K2) and ~G = (K3,−J1,−J2) transform as Minkowski vectors under SU(1,1),
the associated Clebsch–Gordan coefficients correspond to the coupling of unitary SU(1,1)
irreps with the non–unitary SU(1,1) irrep of spin 1 (see [33]).
V. DERIVATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS
In this section, we outline how the matrix elements of the previous section were obtained.
The first step consists in expressing the generators of SL(2,C) as differential operators of
the relevant subgroup (SU(1,1) or SU(2)). In doing so we employ parametrizations that are
adapted to the choice of basis states (either J3 or K1 eigenstates). Once the differential
operators are determined, we apply them to the state functions defined in sec. III B. More
precisely, we act with K3 on the basis of J3 eigenstates and with J1 on the basis diagonalized
by K1. The resulting states are decomposed with respect to the original basis, thus giving
us the matrix elements of K3 and J1 respectively.
A. Generators as differential operators
In order to derive the differential operators associated to SL(2,C) generators, we start
from the definition of the representation (5) and combine it with the relation (23) between
functions F of C2\{0} and functions f τ of SU(1,1) to get the finite transformation of f τ :
D(ρ,n)(g)f τ (vτ) =
(
τ |av1 + cv2|2 − τ |bv1 + dv2|2
)iρ/2−1
f τ (vτ · g) (56)
where
vτ ≡



 v1 v2
v2 v1

 , τ = 1 ,

 v2 v1
v1 v2

 , τ = −1 ,
and
v1 · g = av1 + cv2
(τ |av1 + cv2|2 − τ |bv1 + dv2|2)
1
2
,
v2 · g = bv1 + dv2
(τ |av1 + cv2|2 − τ |bv1 + dv2|2)
1
2
.
(57)
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From this we obtain the corresponding infinitesimal operators via
J if τ = −i∂ǫ
[
D(ρ,n)(ai(ǫ))f
τ (vτ )
]∣∣
ǫ=0
, Kif τ = −i∂ǫ
[
D(ρ,n)(bi(ǫ))f
τ (vτ )
]∣∣
ǫ=0
. (58)
Here, ai(ǫ) and bi(ǫ) stand for the group elements generated by J
i and Ki, as defined in
appendix A. Analogous formulas hold for the SU(2) case.
When the generator resides in su(1,1), the transformation (56) is the natural action of
SU(1,1) on functions of SU(1,1) and the associated differential operator can be determined
by standard methods (see e.g. [34]). When the generator lies outside of su(1,1) (like K3), the
prefactor in (56) leads to a multiplicative term and the infinitesimal transformation of the
function’s argument turns into a linear combination of SU(1,1) generators. By substituting
the differential expressions for these, one arrives at the differential operator for the SL(2,C)
generator.
Let us list the results for the different cases and parametrizations. In the case of the
subgroup SU(2), where we use a J3 basis and the parametrization (A1), we have
J3 = −i∂ϕ , (59)
J± = i e±iϕ
(
cot θ ∂ϕ ∓ i∂θ − 1
sin θ
∂ψ
)
, (60)
K3 = −(ρ/2 + i) cos θ − i sin θ ∂θ . (61)
For SU(1,1) with a J3 basis and parametrization (A3),
J3 = −i∂ϕ 1 , (62)
F± = ± e±iϕ
(
i coth t ∂ϕ ∓ i∂t − 1
sinh t
∂ψ
)
1 , (63)
K3 =
[− (ρ/2 + i) cosh t− i sinh t ∂t] σ3 . (64)
Since states are represented by pairs of SU(1,1) functions, the differential operators come in
the form of 2×2 matrices. Finally, for SU(1,1) and a basis of K1 eigenstates, we coordinatize
the group as in (A5), so that
K1 = −i∂u 1 , (65)
F± = i e∓u
(
tanh t ∂u ± ∂t − 1
cosh t
∂ϕ
)
1 , (66)
J1 =
[− (ρ/2 + i) sinh t− i cosh t ∂t]σ3 . (67)
In the above parametrizations, J3 and K1 are given by a single derivative, and the corre-
sponding SL(2,C) counterparts K3 and J1 have a particularly simple form as well. Note
that we use differential operators on the group, which is parametrized by three variables,
while Mukunda works with quotient spaces of the group, which have only two coordinates
[28].
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B. Action on state functions
Our next task is to apply the differential operatorsK3 and J1 on the state functions speci-
fied in sec. III B. This step is facilitated by the fact that, in their respective parametrizations,
the operators and states for the different cases are all of a similar form.
In each case, the selected SL(2,C) generator (K3 or J1) depends only on one of the three
coordinates of the group, so that it acts only on the d– or b–function within the D–function.
It is convenient to express this operator in terms of the variable z which was used earlier
when defining the d– and b–functions (see eqns. (33), (38), (41) and (47)). In fact, for all
cases, the operator is essentially of the form
Oˆ ≡ (ρ/2 + i)(1− 2z) + 2iz(1 − z)∂z . (68)
For SU(2), we have K3 = −Oˆ, for SU(1,1) in the J3–adapted parametrization, we find
K3 = −Oˆ σ3, and for SU(1,1) in the K1–adapted coordinates J1 = iOˆ σ3. The d– and
b–functions, on the other hand, are all given by linear combinations of the function F jm′m(z)
in eq. (31). Thus, the problem is essentially reduced to finding the action of the operator Oˆ
on the function F jm′m(z).
This action can be determined from rather lengthy manipulations of hypergeometric
functions which we delegate to appendix C. The result is that for j 6= −1
OˆF jm′m =
[
ρ/2 + i(j + 1)
]
Cj+1m′mF
j+1
m′m +
1
2
ρCjm′mF
j
m′m + (ρ/2− ij)Cj−1m′mF j−1m′m , (69)
with the coefficients given by
Cj+1m′m =
(j +m′ + 1)(j −m+ 1)
(j + 1)(2j + 1)
, (70)
Cjm′m =
m′m
j(j + 1)
, (71)
Cj−1m′m =
(j −m′)(j +m)
j(2j + 1)
. (72)
This is the central equation from which the matrix elements for all cases follow. The
equation for the special value j = −1 arises from the limit j → −1 of eq. (69), which yields
lim
j→−1
OˆF jm′m(z) = −ρm′m∂jF jm′m(z)
∣∣
j=−1
+
1
2
[
ρm′m− ρ(m′ −m) + 2im′m]F−1m′m(z)
−(ρ/2 + i)(m′ + 1)(m− 1)F−2m′m(z) . (73)
C. Treatment of normalization factors
Once eq. (69) is established, it remains to include the normalization factors in the calcu-
lation in order to obtain the action of the generators on D–functions and states. Since the
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normalization is spin dependent, the coefficients Cj+1m′m and C
j−1
m′m in (69) have to be adjusted
by additional factors that compensate for the change from j to j + 1 or j − 1 in the states.
We will not present the complete derivation of these factors, but comment on some
of the subtleties. In the derivation for SU(2), we can first consider the values m′ ≥ m
and m′ + m ≥ 0, in which case the definition (33) of the d–function applies. The result
is (50). For the other cases, we use table II and the property that m and m′ appear
either as
√
m′2 − j2
√
m2 − j2 or mm′ in (50), which are invariant under m′ ↔ m and
(m′, m)→ (−m′,−m). Hence the matrix elements have the same form as in the first case.
For the discrete series of SU(1,1) in the J3 basis, the calculation is analogous except for
a sign factor under the square root in N˜ jm′m and a factor τ from the σ3 of the differential
operator. The former is compensated by the fact that
√
m′2 − j2
√
m2 − j2 switches sign
as we go from SU(2) to SU(1,1) and the τ is cancelled in the j term, since m′ = τn/2.
When dealing with the continuous series of SU(1,1) in the J3 basis, square roots have to
be treated with particular care, since j is complex and, in general,
√
z1
√
z2 6= √z1z2 for
complex numbers z1 and z2. Consider the case m
′ ≥ m for which (38) holds. We first note
that
m′−m−1∏
l=0
(j +m′ − l)(m− j + l) =
m′−m−1∏
l=0
(m− j + l)(m+ j + 1 + l) (74)
Since (m− j + l)∗ = (m+ j + 1 + l), this implies that[
m′−m−1∏
l=0
(j +m′ − l)(m− j + l)
] 1
2
=
m′−m−1∏
l=0
(j +m′ − l) 12 (m− j + l) 12 . (75)
Furthermore, one can show that for all j = −1
2
+ is, s > 0, and m,
| arg(m+ j + 1) + arg(m− j − 1)| < π , (76)
| arg(m+ j) + arg(m− j)| < π , (77)
and
| arg(m+ j + 1)− arg(m− j − 1)|


< π , m ≥ 1
2
,
= π , m = 0 ,
(78)
| arg(m− j)− arg(m+ j)|


< π , m ≥ 1
2
,
= −π , m = 0 .
(79)
This allows us to write√
m+ j + 1
√
m− j − 1 =
√
m2 − (j + 1)2 ,
√
m+ j
√
m− j =
√
m2 − j2 , (80)
and for m ≥ 1
2
(m = 0),
√
m+ j + 1√
m− j − 1 =
√
m+ j + 1
m− j − 1 ,
√
m− j√
m+ j
= ±
√
m− j
m+ j
. (81)
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With the help of equations (75) and (80) one arrives at the final formula (51). The case
m′ < m follows from table II.
When coming to the discrete series in the K1 basis, we observe that for m ≥ −j
Sjm =
√
m2 − (j + 1)2 Sj+1m , Sjm =
Sj−1m√
m2 − j2 . (82)
We first derive eq. (54) for τ = 1, for which m = n/2 ≥ −j. Then, the case τ = −1 is
inferred from inspection of eq. (45): m goes to −m in the coefficients and the change t→ −t
amounts to a sign for all three terms; the substitution m→ −m has no net effect, however,
since also m = τn/2, and the sign from t→ −t is cancelled by the sign from σ3 in J1. Thus,
the coefficients have the same form as for τ = 1.
In the case of the continuous series, we use Γ(m− j)Γ(m+ j+1) ≥ 0 together with eqns.
(80) and (81) to obtain
Sjm = ǫj+1
√
m2 − (j + 1)2 Sj+1m , Sjm = ǫj
Sj−1m√
m2 − j2 . (83)
where ǫj+1 = ±1 for m ≥ 0 (m ≤ −12) and ǫj = ±1 for m ≥ 12 (m ≤ 0). To derive the
matrix elements we need furthermore the identities
T jmλσ = i
(−j + iλ− 1)
2(−m− j − 1) T
j+1
mλσ′ , T
j
mλσ = −i
2(−m− j)
−j + iλ T
j−1
mλσ′ . (84)
Given eq. (55) for τ = 1, we deduce the τ = −1 component by noting the following. The
sign from σ3 in J
1 produces an overall sign for all three terms. When m = τn/2 < 0, we
get another sign for the j term, and a sign for the j + 1 and j − 1 term from relation (83).
Therefore, the coefficients are identical to those for τ = 1. On the other hand, if n = 0
and hence m = τn/2 = 0, eq. (83) gives only a sign for the j − 1 term. In this case, there
remains a sign change for the j + 1 term.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have determined the matrix elements of generators in SU(1,1) decom-
positions of unitary irreducible representations of SL(2,C). By extending and building on
previous work by Mukunda [28], we derived these matrix elements for both the discrete basis
diagonal in J3 and the continuous basis of K1 eigenstates, and in each case for the discrete
and continuous series. By identifying the common structure of differential operators and
states across different bases, the problem was reduced to one main equation. Basis–specific
differences appeared in the treatment of normalization factors.
As explained in the introduction, unitary representations of SL(2,C) and its states are
central elements in the spin foam approach to quantum gravity. It was shown by us in
ref. [16] that coherent states of the SU(1,1) reduction represent quantum states of timelike
2–cells5. For this, we used the matrix elements of these states, anticipating the proof of
5 To be precise, states in the K1 basis and continuous series correspond to timlike 2–cells, while states in
the J3 basis and discrete series implement spacelike 2–cells.
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the present paper. It is also likely that these matrix elements will be relevant for future
calculations in spin foam and loop quantum gravity.
Finally, this paper could be useful for anybody interested in the reduction of SL(2,C)
representations, since it collects some of the know–how that is dispersed over references from
more than 40 years ago.
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Appendix A: Parametrization of SL(2,C), SU(2) and SU(1,1)
In this section, we state our conventions for parametrizations and measures on SL(2,C),
SU(2) and SU(1,1). The one–parameter subgroups of SL(2,C) are parametrized as follows:
J1 =
1
2
σ1 , a1(ψ) = e
iψJ1 =

 cos(ψ/2) i sin(ψ/2)
i sin(ψ/2) cos(ψ/2)


J2 =
1
2
σ2 , a2(θ) = e
iθJ2 =

 cos(θ/2) sin(θ/2)
− sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2)


J3 =
1
2
σ3 , a3(ϕ) = e
iϕJ3 =

 e
iϕ/2 0
0 e−iϕ/2


K1 =
i
2
σ1 , b1(u) = e
iuK1 =

 cosh(u/2) − sinh(u/2)
− sinh(u/2) cosh(u/2)


K2 =
i
2
σ2 , b2(t) = e
itK2 =

 cosh(t/2) i sinh(t/2)
−i sinh(t/2) cosh(t/2)


K3 =
i
2
σ3 , b3(δ) = e
iδK3 =

 e
−δ/2 0
0 eδ/2


For elements u of SU(2) we use the parametrization
u = eiψJ
3
eiθJ
2
eiϕJ
3
, 0 ≤ ψ < 4π , 0 ≤ θ < π , −π ≤ ϕ < π . (A1)
In these coordinates, the normalized Haar measure takes the form
du =
1
(4π)2
sin θ dψ dθ dϕ . (A2)
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For SU(1,1) elements v we adopt two kinds of parametrizations. When using a J3 basis, we
employ
v = eiψJ
3
eitK
2
eiϕJ
3
, 0 ≤ ψ < 4π , 0 ≤ t <∞ , −π ≤ ϕ < π , (A3)
together with the measure
dv =
1
(4π)2
sinh t dψ dt dϕ . (A4)
In the case of K1 eigenstates, we use instead the following parametrization given in [31],
v = eiϕJ
3
eitK
2
eiuK
1
, 0 ≤ ϕ < 4π , 0 ≤ t, u <∞ , (A5)
for which the measure (A4) reads
dv =
1
(4π)2
cosh t dϕ dt du . (A6)
Appendix B: Representation functions of SU(1,1)
We verify below that the definition of the D–functions in eqns. (37) and (38) is equivalent
to the original expressions derived by Bargmann ([30], see also [35]). Let us write a general
SU(1,1) element as
v =

 α β
β∗ α∗

 , α, β ∈ C . (B1)
For the discrete series, Bargmann gives the following definitions of the D–functions.
For m′, m ≥ −j,
Djm′m(v)
=


Θm′m α
∗−(m′+m)βm
′−mF (−j −m, j −m+ 1, m′ −m+ 1,−|β|2) , m′ ≥ m
(−1)m−m′Θm′m α∗−(m′+m)β∗m−m′F (−j −m′, j −m′ + 1, m−m′ + 1,−|β|2) , m′ < m
Θm′m =
1
(m′ −m)!
[
(m′ + j)!(m′ − j − 1)!
(m+ j)!(m− j − 1)!
] 1
2
For m′, m ≤ j,
Djm′m(v)
=


Θm′m α
m′+mβm
′−mF (−j +m′, j +m′ + 1, m′ −m+ 1,−|β|2) , m′ ≥ m,
(−1)m−m′Θmm′ αm′+mβ∗m−m′F (−j +m, j +m+ 1, m−m′ + 1,−|β|2) , m′ < m ,
Θm′m =
1
(m′ −m)!
[
(−m+ j)!(−m− j − 1)!
(−m′ + j)!(−m′ − j − 1)!
] 1
2
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By using the parametrization (A3),
α = ei(ψ+ϕ)/2 cosh(t/2) , β = i ei(ψ−ϕ)/2 sinh(t/2) , (B2)
and identity 2.9 (2) from Bateman/Erdelyi [36],
F (a, b, c; z) = (1− z)c−a−bF (c− b, c− a, c; z) , (B3)
one can rewrite these D–functions in the form stated in eqns. (37) and (38) of the main
text. In the case of the continuous series, Bargmann defines
Djm′m(v)
=


Θm′m α
m′+mβm
′−mF (j +m′ + 1,−j +m′, m′ −m+ 1,−|β|2) , m′ ≥ m,
(−1)m−m′Θmm′ αm′+mβ∗m−m′F (j +m+ 1,−j +m,m−m′ + 1,−|β|2) , m′ < m ,
Θm′m =
1
(m′ −m)!
m′−m∏
k=1
[
1
4
+ s2 + (m+ k)(m+ k − 1)
] 1
2
, m′ ≥ m.
By eq. (74) this is equivalent to eqns. (37) and (38).
Appendix C: Derivation of main equation
In this section, we derive the main equation for the determination of the matrix elements
(eq. (69)). The proof consists of two parts, corresponding to the multiplicative and derivative
part of the operator Oˆ respectively. An explicit treatment of the multiplicative term has
been given in the appendix of [28], so we will only quote the result:
(1− 2z)F jm′m(z) = Cj+1m′mF j+1m′m(z) + Cjm′mF jm′m(z) + Cj−1m′mF j−1m′m(z) (C1)
The coefficients are the ones defined in eqns. (70)–(72). The statement of the full equation
(69) and the proof for the derivative part were omitted in [28]. We will provide this derivation
now. In the following, the hypergeometric function 2F1 is abbreviated by F .
The starting point is identity 2.8 (27) in Bateman/Erdelyi [36]:
(c− 1) zc−2(1− z)a+b−c−1F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z) = d
dz
[
zc−1(1− z)a+b−c F (a, b; c; z)] (C2)
Setting
a = −j +m′ , b = j +m′ + 1 , c = m′ −m+ 1 , (C3)
one can write the function F jm′m as
F jm′m(z) =
1
(c− 1)! z
(c−1)/2 (1− z)(a+b−c)/2 F (a, b; c; z) . (C4)
Then, eq. 2.8 (27) implies
z−(c−1)/2 (1− z)−(a+b−c)/2 d
dz
[
z(c−1)/2 (1− z)(a+b−c)/2 F jm′m(z)
]
(C5)
= (c− 1) z−1 (1− z)−1 z(c−1)/2 (1− z)(a+b−c)/2 F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z)/(c− 1)! . (C6)
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From here a brief calculation leads to
z(1− z) d
dz
F jm′m(z) =
1
2
mF jm′m(z)−
1
2
m′ (1− 2z)F jm′m(z)
+ (m′ −m) 1
(m′ −m)! (1− z)
(m′+m)/2 z(m
′−m)/2F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z) . (C7)
The aim is to decompose the right–hand side into functions F (a− 1, b+ 1; c; z), F (a, b; c; z)
and F (a+ 1, b− 1; c; z) which will give the j + 1, j and j − 1 term of the final equation. To
decompose F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z) suitably we use several identities from Bateman/Erdelyi.
From 2.8 (35) it follows that
F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z) = c− a
c− 1F (a− 1, b− 1; c; z) +
a− 1
c− 1F (a, b− 1; c; z) . (C8)
Identity 2.8 (33) implies that
F (a− 1, b− 1; c; z) = c− a− b+ 1
c− b F (a− 1, b; c; z) +
a− 1
c− b (1− z)F (a, b; c; z) . (C9)
From 2.8 (32) we get
F (a− 1, b; c; z) = b
b− a+ 1F (a− 1, b+ 1; c; z)−
a− 1
b− a+ 1F (a, b; c; z) . (C10)
Likewise, one obtains
F (a, b− 1; c; z) = b− 1
b− a− 1F (a, b; c; z)−
a
b− a− 1F (a+ 1, b− 1; c; z) . (C11)
We start from (C8) and plug in (C9) and (C11), giving us
F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z)
=
c− a
c− 1
[
c− a− b+ 1
c− b F (a− 1, b; c; z) +
a− 1
c− b (1− z)F (a, b; c; z)
]
+
a− 1
c− 1
[
b− 1
b− a− 1F (a, b; c; z)−
a
b− a− 1F (a+ 1, b− 1; c; z)
]
. (C12)
By inserting (C10), we arrive at
F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z)
=
(c− a)(c− a− b+ 1)b
(c− 1)(c− b)(b− a + 1) F (a− 1, b+ 1; c; z)
− (a− 1)a
(c− 1)(b− a− 1) F (a+ 1, b− 1; c; z)
+
a− 1
c− 1
[
−(c− a− b+ 1)(c− a)
(c− b)(b− a+ 1) +
c− a
2(c− b) +
b− 1
b− a− 1
]
F (a, b; c; z)
+
(c− a)(a− 1)
2(c− 1)(c− b) (1− 2z)F (a, b; c; z) . (C13)
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When inserting the values (C3) this assumes the form
F (a− 1, b− 1; c− 1; z) (C14)
= −(j −m+ 1)(−m
′ −m+ 1)(j +m′ + 1)
2(m′ −m)(j +m)(j + 1) F (a− 1, b+ 1; c; z) (C15)
− (−j +m
′ − 1)(−j +m′)
2(m′ −m)j F (a+ 1, b− 1; c; z) (C16)
+
−j +m′ − 1
2(m′ −m)
[
(−m′ −m+ 1)(j −m+ 1)
(j +m)(j + 1)
− j −m+ 1
j +m
+
j +m′
j
]
F (a, b; c; z)
− (j −m+ 1)(−j +m
′ − 1)
2(m′ −m)(j +m) (1− 2z)F (a, b; c; z) . (C17)
Having obtained a formula for F (a−1, b−1; c−1; z), we can proceed with eq. (C7), namely,
z(1 − z)∂zF jm′m(z) = −
(j −m+ 1)(−m′ −m+ 1)(j +m′ + 1)
2(j +m)(j + 1)
F j+1m′m(z)
− (−j +m
′ − 1)(−j +m′)
2j
F j−1m′m(z)
+
1
2
{
m+ (−j +m′ − 1)
[
(−m′ −m+ 1)(j −m+ 1)
(j +m)(j + 1)
− j −m+ 1
j +m
+
j +m′
j
]}
F jm′m(z)
+
1
2
[
−m′ − (j −m+ 1)(−j +m
′ − 1)
j +m
]
(1− 2z)F jm′m(z) . (C18)
The final step is to insert (1− 2z)F jm′m(z) from eq. (C1), which results in
z(1 − z)∂zF jm′m(z)
=
{
−(j −m+ 1)(−m
′ −m+ 1)(j +m′ + 1)
2(j +m)(j + 1)
+
1
2
[
−m′ − (j −m+ 1)(−j +m
′ − 1)
j +m
]
(j +m′ + 1)(j −m+ 1)
(j + 1)(2j + 1)
}
F j+1m′m(z)
+
{
−(−j +m
′ − 1)(−j +m′)
2j
+
1
2
[
−m′ − (j −m+ 1)(−j +m
′ − 1)
j +m
]
(j −m′)(j +m)
j(2j + 1)
}
F j−1m′m(z)
+
1
2
{
m+ (−j +m′ − 1)
[
(−m′ −m+ 1)(j −m+ 1)
(j +m)(j + 1)
− j −m+ 1
j +m
+
j +m′
j
]
+
[
−m′ − (j −m+ 1)(−j +m
′ − 1)
j +m
]
m′m
j(j + 1)
}
F jm′m(z) .
Simplification yields
z(1− z)∂zF jm′m(z) =
1
2
j Cj+1m′mF
j+1
m′m(z)−
1
2
Cjm′mF
j
m′m(z)−
1
2
(j + 1)Cj−1m′mF
j−1
m′m(z) . (C19)
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By combining this with the multiplicative part (C1) we arrive at eq. (69) in the main part
of the article.
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